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A hybrid semi-Lagrangian Vlasov code. II. Numerical simulation
of chirped beatwave experiment
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~Received 17 April 1998; accepted 23 June 1998!

In this paper the results are reported of a set of numerical simulations applicable to the problem of
particle acceleration by the beating of very high-frequency laser waves~the ratio of driver frequency
to plasma frequency close tov0 /vp530!, including for the first time beat frequency chirping~i.e.,
pump frequency linearly decreasing with time! at various rates in order to counteract relativistic
electron detuning of the plasma oscillation frequency and the resulting Rosenbluth–Liu amplitude
limit. This amplitude limit can indeed be evaded, giving extremely high acceleration gradients of
more than 25 GeV/m, for the case of numerical parameters relevant to the UCLA experiment
~University of California at Los Angeles!. A chirp rate that is too fast leads to a sudden loss of
frequency lock and a subsequent decay of the driven electric field, in agreement with the behavior
of a similarly driven relativistic Lagrangian Rosenbluth–Liu oscillator. Even at chirp rates
somewhat below this limiting value a remarkably localized and extraordinarily intense~but as yet
ill-understood! electric field structure is formed, one that is unlikely to be compatible with the
general requirement for smooth and coherent acceleration. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-664X~98!00310-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper1 we examined the space–time b
havior of a plasma beatwave accelerator system using
newly developed Hilbert envelope extension~see Refs. 2 and
3! to the Vlasov fluid code we have developed and u
before. The plasma beatwave accelerator concept of Ta
and Dawson4 has received much attention5–10 because of its
promise of short accelerator lengths for a given energy g
due to the very large accelerating fields potentially availa
from driving the plasma resonance. However, as pointed
by Rosenbluth and Liu~see, for example, Ref. 7!, well be-
fore the original proposal, the decrease of plasma freque
with an increase in wave amplitude~due to the oscillation-
velocity-driven relativistic electron inertial mass increas!
imposes an upper limit on the amplitude due to detun
from the driving ponderomotive at values often well belo
the plasma wave-breaking limit. This detuning limit may,
principle, be mitigated either~i! by a natural change of elec
tron density from ionization8 or ~ii ! by using a monotonically
decreasing driver frequency~a policy commonly termed fre
quency ‘‘chirping’’ for radar sources!, i.e., the frequency dif-
ference between the driver–idler beatwave laser pair.9,10 The
beatwave-driven local cold relativistic Lagrangian electr
fluid oscillator model originated by Rosenbluth and Li7

~hereafter usually abbreviated as RLO for the R-L Oscillat!
is useful ~see Refs. 7–9! for a basic understanding of th
physics~and indeed provided encouragement to pursue
ther the feasibility of the chirped-drive concept!.
4041070-664X/98/5(11)/4041/14/$15.00
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In this paper we report an effort to go beyond the RL
model to include the space–time behavior necessary
evaluate an accelerator candidate. Of course, since the go
to provide a series of well-organized particle bunches
essential accelerator problem requires at least the axial s
dimension. While other saturation effects involving ion r
sponse such as the modulational instability~see, for instance
Ref. 11!, are important for some systems,6 they are not im-
portant for the CO2 10 mm laser experiment at UCLA~Uni-
versity of California at Los Angeles; see, for instance, R
5! and impossible to treat adequately in one spatial dim
sion and will not be discussed further here. In any ca
because of the modest times~less than eighty plasma per
ods! for which we examine the problem, we have chosen
neglect ion motion completely and treat only electron mot
~as in Refs. 1–5, 7–10! with nonuniformity only in the di-
rection of laser and plasma wave propagation. In this pa
we provide results obtained in exploring the effects of us
frequency-chirped beatwave drive on a uniform plasma, w
only axial spatial nonuniformity, with ion motion neglecte

Since, for usefully high beatwave phase velocities,
two laser frequencies must be far higher than the plas
frequency, it was necessary because of computer limitati
to avoid the burden of resolving these high frequencies
wavelengths. The method chosen to approximate these h
frequency beatwave effects was the Semi-Lagrang
Vlasov–Hilbert (V–H) complex envelope technique, as d
scribed and illustrated in our previous paper1 ~a paper to
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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which we usually refer as Paper I or more simply as!,
where both the details of the method and some no-c
V–H results are to be found.

The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec.
to demonstrate the possibilities of the chirp concept,
present basic equations and numerical results of a h
frequency beatwaveH –V run, using beat frequency chirpin
at a relatively modest rate, but one which produced sign
cant improvement in comparison with the no-chirp case.~By
‘‘improvement’’ is meant that the wave amplitudes thus o
tained proved to be considerably above the previous li
due to relativistic detuning, and thus gave significantly
creased particle acceleration for the same length or the s
time.! Next in Sec. III, various chirp rates are studied, bo
higher and lower than that of Sec. II, and the interpretation
the results is discussed in light of equivalent results~see, for
instance, Refs. 8, 9! from the RLO model with linear chirp
added.8,9 ~Here the emphasis is on the upper limit to use
chirp rates, as set by frequency unlocking.! Then, in Sec. IV,
a chirped-drive numerical simulation is performed with p
rameters close to UCLA experiment~presented in Ref. 5!,
including the injection of an electron beam and the reali
cally slow rise of the electromagnetic drivers, together wit
conservative beat frequency variation chirp rate.~While
these last results do confirm the occurrence of strong par
acceleration induced by the introduction of the beatwa
chirping, they also show an unexpected and undesired
strong field localization at late times.! Finally, Sec. V con-
tains conclusions and some additional discussion.

II. HIGH-FREQUENCY BEATWAVE NUMERICAL
EXPERIMENT

A. Basic equations and chirped beatwave process

As a device to avoid the Rosenbluth–Liu plasma wa
amplitude limit due to the relativistic detuning of th
beatwave-driven plasma wave, we introduce two electrom
netic waves~pump and idler or Stokes wave separated i
tially in frequency by the plasma frequency! with the pump
frequency chirped linearly downward in time as follow
with the characteristic chirp timeT as the parameter whos
effects are to be studied:

v0~ t !5v0~ t50!@122t/T#, ~1!

and an idler wave of constant frequency–wavenum
(vs ,ks). Both incident electromagnetic waves, continuou
injected atx50, drive a forward-going longitudinal plasm
wave with frequency and wavenumber (ve ,ke) according to
the usual matching conditions:

v0~ t !5vs1ve and k05ks1ke . ~2!

In the Hilbert–Vlasov model~we have presented in Re
1! we replaced the high-frequency Maxwell’s equations
the transverse waves by a two-wave complex envel
model coupled the complex spatial envelopere of the elec-
tron plasma wave. These envelope equations~modified in
order to take into account the beat frequency chirping! with
spatio-temporal corrections are then
Downloaded 30 Aug 2012 to 193.50.135.5. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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1ng0~ t2x/c!

]

]xGA05
2 ivp

2

4n0v0~ t2x/c!
Asre , ~3a!

F ]

]t
1ngs

]

]xGAs5
2 ivp

2

4n0v0
A0re* . ~3b!

Note that in this formulation no provision has been ma
for complex envelopes of either backward-propagating e
tromagnetic waves~implying no source for backward SRS!,
or for forward-propagating Stokes or anti-Stokes casc
waves. While the former could be done, it would have
quired spatial resolution appropriate for half the laser wa
length, rather less than the Debye length at our usual t
perature, and the relevant plasma waves would have in
case been severely damped. The computer burden for inc
ing cascading into forward-propagating electromagne
waves by adding envelope channels at frequencies sepa
by vp , would have been much more modest~apart from the
significant extra coding required!, but we estimated that, a
the drive amplitudes under consideration, frequency casc
ing was not likely to be important.

In our treatment, the pump frequencyv0 and therefore
the linear pump group velocity vg0(t8)5]v/]k0

5k0(t8)c2/v0(t8) vary with t85t2x/c @more accurately
t85t2x/vg0(t)#, due to the wave penetration in plasma. T
boundary conditions are then given by

A0~x50,t !5
E0

v0&
jprofile~ t !exp i

v0~0!t2

T

and

A0~x5L,t !50, ~4a!

and, for the idler wave,

As~x50,t !5
E0

vs&
jprofile~ t ! and As~x5L,t !50.

~4b!

We have choseneE0 /mvpc53 ~so eE0 /mv0,Sc'1/10!.
The initial growth in timet of the electromagnetic waves t
this constant value is modeled by the temporal profilejprofile

~with t as the control parameter! as given by

jprofile~ t !5H sin2S pt

2t D , if t<t,

1, if t>t.

~5!

The coupling of these waves to the plasma wave envelop
arranged as follows, as described also in the companion
per I ~i.e., Ref. 1!. To couple from the envelope equations
the real Vlasov equation the real beatwave ponderomo
force is computed from the complex amplitude produ
A0As* obtained from the equations for driver wave~pump
and idler! complex envelopes. Going in the reverse sen
i.e., going from the real Vlasov charge density to the co
plex wave envelopes, Eqs.~3a!, ~3b!, for the driver/idler
electromagnetic waves, is done by generating the comp
spatial envelopere ~and its complex conjugatere* ! with its
phase referred to the uniform beatwave wavevector phas
is this complex envelope which is obtained from the spa
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Hilbert transform~see the discussion in paper I! of the real
longitudinal plasma field used in the Vlasov equation.

B. Numerical simulation of high-frequency beatwave
without beat frequency chirping

Because we wish to compare the numerical results of
chirped beatwave accelerator concept with the simpler c
previously simulated in I, where the beat frequency was
chirped, we found it convenient to recall the more importa
features met in the earlier simulation. More details of t
earlier simulation results, including numerical paramet
have been given in Sec. V and table II of the compan
paper~I!.

The beat drive from two driver waves of frequen
v0(t50)'30vp for the pump wave, andvs'29vp for the
idler wave was carried out with a relatively rapid~compared
with experiment! amplitude rise time close to 50vp

21 for the
electromagnetic waves~to reduce the computational burden!.
The ratio of the electron density to the critical density is th
n0 /ncr5(vp /v0)251.131022. The oscillation quiver mo-
menta wereposc0 /mc50.0708 andposcS/mc50.0734 for
the pump and idler waves, respectively. The results sho
clearly the growth of an electron plasma wave with the
pected normalized phase momentum ofpf /mc527.95. As
in the our earlier work, and in order to make a useful co
parison with those results, the plasma is chosen with
electron temperatures, the majority~95%! component with a
relatively warm 15 keV temperature~to reduce the Debye
length spatial resolution required! and a minority componen
~5%! at 100 keV to provide sufficient electron density
phase space for convenience in diagnosing electron acce
tion features.

Figure 1 illustrates the propagation and growth of t
~real! plasma electric field. Very early in time, as shown
Fig. 1 at timetvp5200, the spatial growth of the oscillatin
electric field amplitude is indeed linear~i.e., secular!, as pre-
dicted by theory for a resonant excitation.@Note for reference
that, in our usual electric field units~which are normalized to
mvpc/e!, eE/mvpc is also very nearly equal to the densi
modulation dn/n05(kec/vp)(eE/mvpc) since we have
kec/vp51.0479.# The growth slows down later as relativis
tic detuning makes itself manifest.

The Rosenbluth–Liu expression for the normalized s
tial growth rate in our normalization is given b
d(eE/mvp

2)/dx52vosc0voscS/4vf
2 , where vosc0 and voscS

are the ‘‘quiver velocities’’ ~actually quiver momenta di
vided by electron mass, i.e.,posc/m! of the pump and idler
wave, respectively. With the values of these quantities gi
in table II of paper I, we obtain thend(eE/mvp

2)/dx
521.29631023. In excellent agreement with this simp
estimate, the numerical value of the envelope slope yie
21.3031023. A limit on the longitudinal electric field is
clearly visible by the timetvp5300, leading to the appear
ance of a modulation structure of lengthvpl /c'320'53le

'1530l0 ~which means thatl'16 mm for a CO2 laser of
wavelength l0510.59mm!. ~However, by the timetvp

5500, the plasma wave envelope structure to the left va
much more rapidly in space.! It is also natural to compare th
Downloaded 30 Aug 2012 to 193.50.135.5. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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saturation level of the electric field with the prediction r
lated to be relativistic detuning. Using a simple Lagrang
cold electron fluid description and assuming a constant
plitude for the two pump waves~see also Sec. III!, the
Rosenbluth–Liu7 limit amplitude of the electric field takes
the following value in the present case:

eERL

mvpc
5S vp

kec
D S 8

3

c2vosc0voscS

vf
4 D 1/3

50.229,

while the H–V code gives a weaker saturation value
0.145.

As pointed out in Sec V A of paper I, significant actio
transfer occurs and this always involves a change of glo
phase, a phenomenon beyond the scope of the oscil
model. While this may play a role, it was found in an earlie1

discussion~in Sec. V A and Figs. 5–7 of I!, that a dissipa-
tionless coupled-mode model including the plasma wa
group velocity does give the same value as the Rosenblu
Liu oscillator7 ~5RLO!. Hence, as also discussed earlie1

the difference seems to reside in the difference in ene
supplied to the accelerated electrons from the 100 keV ta
appears that even though the electrons actually trapped
a negligible fraction of the energies involved, some inter
tion with the untrapped hot tail accounted for the differen
In support of this point, a comparison of this result with th
given earlier1 for a much colder~1 keV! plasma showed
behavior rather closer to the oscillator model~where tem-
perature plays no role!. At this point all that one can imme
diately infer from this is that the tail temperature clear
plays a significant~but unclear! role in mediating the action
transfer. For most of the work of this paper, we have kept
same distribution function for two reasons:~i! ease of com-

FIG. 1. Growth of the normalized driven plasma wave electric field witho
beat frequency chirping. Limiting of the field due relativistic detuning
clearly visible by the timetvp5300, leading to the appearance of a mod
lation structure front end resembling the temporal behavior of an RLO s
tem with a constant unchirped driver. However, the behavior close to e
is less transparent.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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parison with the previous work and~ii ! electron loading mus
in any case be eventually included in evaluating an accel
tor.

C. A conservatively ‘‘chirped’’ laser beatwave

1. Evolution of plasma wave and electromagnetic
driver waves

To test the idea that a chirped beatwave acceler
could provide significantly stronger plasma wave amplitud
the pump system discussed in the previous section~and in I!
~with posc/mc50.07! is employed but now with a chirpe
frequency. Here the compensation of the relativistic f
quency shift is achieved by an appropriate value for the
ear time-rate change of one driver component~the pump is
our choice! frequency in time. The chirped frequency used
given by Eq. ~1! with a starting value ofvo(t50)
530.01vp and a chirp time ofTvp553105, leading at a
time of tvp5500 to a difference frequency ofDv5v0(t)
2v0(t50)50.06vp .

We first discuss the plasma wave amplitude growth.
Fig. 2 ~which should be compared with Fig. 1! one can see a
different times the slowly oscillating plasma field. Becau
the pump frequency is now slowly decreasing in time,
plasma oscillation are able to stay locked to the driv
force, exhibiting linear~i.e., secular! growth for a much
longer time, at least untiltvp5400. The wave amplitude
behavior is in significant contrast to the behavior with t
unchirped driver~as shown in Fig. 1!, the wave amplitude
with chirp thus reaching much higher values~about 0.35 in-
stead of 0.14, or about 2.5 times higher!. Clearly ~at least
until this time! there is much to be said for the chirp conce
as a way of producing stronger waves in the same time
plasma length with the same laser intensities. The beatw
sources~incident from the left! exhibit the usual1 action

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the longitudinal electric field with a beatwa
frequency chirping time ofTvp553105. The electric field is seen to grow
secularly with time~i.e., it is linearly ramped in space! until tvp5500,
without the RLO leading structure of Fig. 1.
Downloaded 30 Aug 2012 to 193.50.135.5. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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transfer between the pump, the idler and plasma wave.
nificant pump depletion~not shown here! was observed by
the end of these simulations. Hence one may expect sig
cant differences here from the simple RLO model, whe
space–time action transfer effects cannot be realistically
cluded. The observed spatial secular growth rate yields
value 21.29431023 ~measured at timetvp5200! in good
agreement with the predicted value of (e/mvp

2)(dE/dx)
52(vosc0voscS)/4vf

2 , when relativistic detuning is ne
glected.

In spite of the limiting behavior seen at late times af
tvp5400, this relatively small beatwave chirping ra
(Tvp553105) of the higher driver wave has allowed th
system to drive the plasma wave up to an amplitude tha
not only ~see Fig. 2! about 2.5 times the value attained with
out chirping~Fig. 1!, but also 1.5 times higher than the th
oretical Rosenbluth–Liu limit. The maximum normalize
electric field amplitude given by the code of about 0.34 do
agree with the wave-breaking amplitude for a nonrelativis
waterbag hot plasma as given by Coffey:12

eEWK

mvpc
5

vw

c F12
8

3
m1/412Am2

m

3 G1/2

~'0.33!,

where the parameterm is defined by m53v th
2 /vf

2

(50.0882). However, this value is far less than the theo
ical value for relativistic waves given by Sheng and Mey
ter-Vehn in Ref. 13, who also reconciled earlier resu
~which they discuss! for a fluid plasma. Among other results
they give an approximation that is valid for this case~low
temperature and near-light phase velocity! and this is as fol-
lows:

eEWBrel

mvpc
5S 4

9m D 1/4

~'1.5!.

Since the wave is relativistic, the previous equation sho
apply, so one can conclude that the normalized electric fi
value reached in the H–V simulation~0.34! is not being
limited by relativistic wave-breaking and that the agreem
with Coffey’s nonrelativistic result seems to be a coin
dence.

2. Phase space representation

The fast electron generation is illustrated in Fig. 3 by
plot of a part of phase space covering 75,xvp /c,225 and
positivepx /mc values up to 60 at the end of the simulatio
time tvp5500.@Since particles are accelerated with positi
values in the vicinity of the phase momentum of the elect
plasma wavepf /mc(527.95), only the upper half of the
normalizedx2px phase space plane has been represen
but only for values of the distribution function significant
greater than zero and less than 1025, above which value the
distribution function is truncated.# As in our earlier papers
the superimposed curves show the calculated separ
space–momentum locus for marginally trapped electron
the electron plasma wave at the current field values.

From Fig. 3 one can clearly see values forpmax/mcof up
to 60 or so have been obtained, using the chirp rate of S
II C 1 ~corresponding to a chirp time ofTvp553105! and
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the same idler as before. In comparison with the ident
system without chirp, for which~as shown in Paper I! the
maximum value ofpmax/mc was only about 30~i.e., just
aboutpphase/mc!, the maximum accelerated particle ener
was increased by chirping by a factor of about 2, with ma
mum energies going from 15 MeV to 30 MeV well above t
phase value but well short of the ultimate value were th
no limits on plasma length or simulation time.

To emphasize the connection with the UCL
experiment,9 which uses a driver CO2 laser wavelength of
l0510.275mm ~and hence a plasma wavelength of 30 tim
this!, we will also indicate the relevant distances in ordina
units for that case. As a first example, the phase space da
Fig. 3 also exhibit clearly the fact that the accelerati
mechanism produces tight electron bunches which are t
cally submillimeter~about 0.25 mm! in length when scaled
to those of the UCLA experiment.

To show how the acceleration of the electrons in a giv
phase-space ‘‘bucket’’ evolves, a moving window displ
was constructed, with lengthl 53le ~about 18c/vp , corre-
sponding to 1 mm in the UCLA case!, and effective velocity
chosen equal to the linear phase velocity value~very close of
the light velocity!. Some of those results are shown in Fig.
~The spatial location of this moving window throughout t
simulation is indicated in Fig. 2 by an arrow on the longit
dinal electric field snapshot plots.! The particle population of
the moving window experiences a nearly constant accel
tion field during their motion. Thus, at timetvp5500, some
electrons located between 200,xvp /c,220 have gained a
least 30 MeV in traversing 200c/vp ~corresponding to abou
950l0! or a length of about 1 centimeter~at UCLA! plasma
wave region, which corresponds to an average accelera
field of more than 2.8 GeV/m.

FIG. 3. A plot of a region of normalizedx2px phase space of the electro
distribution function at the end of the chirped-driver simulation of Fig. 2,
tvp5500, showing clearly the steady particle acceleration due to pu
frequency chirping. As in Ref. 1, the solid lines show the ideal steady-s
separatrices of marginally trapped electrons for the instantaneous pl
wave electric field.
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3. Manley –Rowe action evolution

For a better understanding of the difference in the beh
ior of the chirped drive considered here, it is instructive
compare the evolution of the action density of the differe
modes involved in the parametric instability. In the compa
ion paper~I! we have derived the Manley–Rowe relations
a finite causal system from a three-wave~or four-wave if the

p
te
ma

FIG. 4. From the same simulation as for Figs. 2 and 3, the correspon
phase-space representation of a three-wavelength window moving a
light velocity for normalized times from 340 to 480. The trapping structu
are only slowly varying in the wave frame giving a time history of the sa
population of trapped particles. These trapped particles experience a
constant acceleration gradient during their motion.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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anti-Stokes mode is included! model. It is useful—especially
as regards the interpretation of simulation results—to re
pitulate briefly, following our earlier work~given in Ref. 11!
the form taken by the Manley–Rowe relations in the pres
study.

The sources in this space–time system are the net ac
fluxes injected and lost~in this case the latter are zero sin
in the time of the simulation the exit boundary is n
reached! from the pump and idler waves. These net norm
ized action fluxes at the boundaries~the ‘‘surface’’ terms!
are denoted by Fi @defined by relation Fi

5aiai* vgivp /(n0mc3)5Sivgi /c#. Here Si5aiai* vp /
n0mc2 is the normalized action density and (aiai* ) repre-
sents the unnormalized action density~see Ref. 3 for more
details!. Thus,Fi represents the normalized net action~pho-
ton! flux penetrating the plasma slab atx50 less that leaving
at X5L ~which has not happened in these simulations!, with
i now denoting either 0 ors, for the pump and idler, respec
tively. Defining the normalized total action~equivalent to the
number of photons or plasmons per area unit in the pla
slab of lengthL by Ni5*0

LSidX, whereX is xvp /c, with i
now denotes ‘‘0’’ for the pump wave, ‘‘s’’ for the idler
wave, and finally ‘‘e’’ for the plasma wave, the Manley re
lations can then be written in the form

d

dt
~N01Ns!5F01Fs , ~6a!

d

dt
~N01Ne!12mNe5F0 , ~6b!

d

dt
~Ne1Ns!12mNe52Fs . ~6c!

We obtain then the form useful for checking action trans
to electrons~wherem is a phenomenological damping fa
tor!:

2mNe5F02
d

dt
~N01Ns!. ~6d!

In the lossless Vlasov plasma, with a single plasma w
being responsible for the energy transferred to fast electr
we have hypothesized that the kinetic~relativistic! energy of
all electrons above the lower momentum boundary of
wave instantaneous separatrix would account for the en
missing and~on division by the electron plasma wave fr
quency and\! for the corresponding missing ‘‘mean numb
of plasmons of wave–particle interaction~per unit area!.
Thus, defining

NWP5
mc2

\ve
E

0

L

dxE
Plow

1`

dpx~g21! f ~x,px ,t !,

Eqs.~6a!, ~6b!, and~6c! can now be rewritten in the follow
ing form ~with t as the normalized time variablevpt!:

d

dt
~N01Ns!5F01Fs , ~7a!

d

dt
~N01Ne1NWP!5F0 , ~7b!
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d

dt
~Ne1NWP2Ns!52Fs . ~7c!

Note that Eq.~7a! generalizes, to the case of an op
system with incoming flux, the first~electromagnetic! invari-
ant sum of this Manley–Rowe system as met in an ear
study2,3 of a periodic system in the usual form@i.e., Cs(t)
5ua0u21uasu25Cs(t50)#. While for the periodic system
conservation of the previous sum actionCs(t) means photon
conservation, here we have to take into account the pho
injection in the open system. For the time of our simulatio
while considerable action flux has been injected, no flux
yet left the system yet, so conservation is indicated by lin
growth for a uniform beatwave.

Since the plasma wave interacts nonlinearly with bo
pump and idler wave as well as with the trapped and ne
trapped electrons, we have to consider the action sum
pump, plasma wave, and action transferred to fast elect
described in relation~7b!. In addition to the total electron
plasma wave actionNe we also have as before used the tra
ping separatrix boundary~see, for instance, Ref. 3! to define
the total transferred action~or equivalently! the normalized
total equivalent number of plasmonsNWP transferred to
trapped electrons due to wave–particle interactions using
lation ~21! of paper I. As we emphasized in Sec. III of th
paper I, both the electron plasma wave action~asNe! and the
action NWP transferred from the plasma wave to fast ele
trons are included.@We have defined fast electrons as tho
which are above the lower boundary of the separatrix a
action sumNWP as being their energy sum divided by th
associated wave~i.e., plasma! frequency.#

For the normalized chirp time of 53105, the corre-
sponding time evolution of different quantities described
Eqs.~7a! (N0 , NS , andNem! and ~7b! (N0 , Ne , NWP , and
N2! are represented in Fig. 5~a! and Fig. 5~b!, respectively,
as solid curves. In order to make a comparison with the c
where the pump wave is not chirped, we have superimpo
as dashed curves in each figure the corresponding cu
@shown in Fig. 7 of paper~I!# for the zero chirp case~i.e., for
Tvp5`!.

The temporal behavior of the electromagnetic actio
N0 , Ns , and their sumNem(5N01Ns) is first displayed in
Fig. 5~a!, where one can compare the effectiveness of
mode conversion from pump to Stokes~idler! wave with
associated the plasma wave in Fig. 5~b!, as shown by the
increasing gap betweenNs andN0 . The evolution ofNem is
identical for both cases with and without chirp, as should
the case since this sum is really a check on the fact that t
is no action loss for the electromagnetic waves. At ea
times ~i.e., until tvp5200 or so, before relativistic detunin
can play a role in either case! the behavior for the individua
Ns and N0 components is also quite similar in both case
Beyond that time in the chirped case there is little increas
total injected pump actionN0 because this slow chirp is
nonetheless so effective that it leads to nearly complete c
version of the recently injected pump action to Stokes acti
@This is why the Stokes~idler! total actionNs evolves lin-
early with time, at late times, with a slope ofF01Fs , the
same as the slope of theNem sum.# Because of the decou
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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pling due to relativistic detuning in the unchirped case at l
times, the overall conversion rate from pump to id
~Stokes! action ~i.e., the slope of theNs curve! for the
chirped case is about double that of the case without ch

To examine the plasma wave and particle accelera
behavior Fig. 5~b! should be consulted next, where the r
sults are shown forN0 , Ne , NWP , and their sum,N2 . As
one should expect from the results of Fig. 5~a!, where chirp
has clearly improved the electromagnetic conversion fr
the pump, one obtains a much higher level of plasma w
action Ne . Indeed, at the end of the simulation the to
plasma wave action is about 6 times that without chirp, a
this in spite of the fact that about a third of that was alrea
transferred to trapped fast electrons, meaning that the
transfer rate to plasma waves was actually about 8 tim
larger with the use of chirp. The fast electron compon
itself ~extracted from the 100 keV tail!, which was relatively

FIG. 5. For the same simulation as for Figs. 2–4, this is the time evolu
of the total ‘‘number’’ of pump ‘‘photons’’~actually normalized wave ac
tion! N0 ~per unit area!, of idler ‘‘photons’’ ~action! Ns . Also shown are the
corresponding number of plasmons~plasma wave action! Ne , and the num-
ber of plasmonsNWP converted to particle acceleration due to wave
particle interactions. Also shown are their respective sums:~a! Nem5N0

1NS ; ~b! N25N01Ne1NWP . The dotted lines correspond to numeric
results presented in Ref. 1 without pump frequency chirping. A slow pu
frequency variation leads to an effective saturation of the pump wave ac
indicating that each photon lately injected into the plasma decays in a
tered photon and plasmon.
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negligible without chirp, was enormously increased. W
chirp, the rate of conversion to fast electrons at the end of
simulation was more than half the maximum action trans
rate possible~which is that of electromagnetic action tran
fer!.

By all the measures just discussed@the conversion of
energy from pump to idler in Fig. 5~a! and from pump to
plasma waves and to fast electrons in Fig. 5~b!#, it is clear
that application of this relatively conservative chirp rate h
dramatically improved the efficiency and speed of trans
from the beatwave source to plasma waves and fast e
trons.

The various final action sums, as presented in Tabl
are in good agreement with the expected values.

III. COMPARISON WITH THE ROSENBLUTH–LIU
RELATIVISTIC LAGRANGE OSCILLATOR
PREDICTION

The chirped beatwave concept has been explored pr
ously using the relativistic Rosenbluth–Liu oscillator,7–10

which in normalized~to c/vp! Lagrangian coordinatesj has
the following form:

g3
d2j

vp
2dt2

1j5
e~ t !

2
sin~j02c~ t !!, ~8!

wherej andj0 are the Lagrangian coordinate and its refe
ence value, respectively, of an oscillating electron cold fl
planar element whose positionx is related to the Lagrangian
variablej by xvp /c5j1j0 , j0 being its equilibrium point
~usually zero when one speaks of only one oscillator a
time as here! and e5vosc0voscS/c2 is the ~small! beatwave
source term. The beat frequency chirping if present is ma
fest whenc(t) has a form other than (v02vs)t wherev0

andvs are constants. With nonzero chirp the general expr
sion for the phasec of the driving force becomes

c~ t !5E
0

t

dt~v0~ t !2vs!. ~9!

Using appropriately slowly chirped beatwave pumpi
in numerical integration of Eq.~8!, the amplitude of plasma
wave has been observed to increase dramatically~even to
nominal wave-breaking levels~that is, to wherê j2&1/2 be-
comes comparable to 1!, because the phase lock be mai
tained for a much longer time than without chirp. Belo
what proves to be a critical value for losing phase lock w
the driver pair, the penalty for too low a chirp rate is simp
inefficiency, in that it takes longer to reach the same va
for j, and usually with more oscillations inj as seen in the
results shown later~in Fig. 6!.

n

p
n,
at-

TABLE I. A comparison of numerical and analytic results of normaliz
photon flux obtained from the data of the mean number of photons
plasmons in the box simulation~Manley–Rowe action evolution!.

Action sum Photon flux Theoretical value Numerical valu

N01Ne1NWP F0 0.075 0.072
2NS1Ne1NWP FS 0.077 0.078
N01NS F01FS 0.1526 0.1531
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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When the chirp rate is too large the plasma rema
phase-locked to the chirping driver but for only a limite
time, at which point there occurs a sudden loss of phase
frequency lock, followed by a transition to a combination
a much lower-amplitude source-driven state together wit
free oscillation continuing at the oscillation frequency wh
the frequency unlocking occurred. In previous work~as yet
published only in abstracts9! the critical linear chirp value for
losing phase lock was determined numerically for the lin
chirp rate for a beatwave driver with a constant amplitude
the Lagrangian oscillator approximation. The numerica
determined normalized critical chirp rateFcrit8 ~in the normal-
ization used by Mora given in Ref. 14! was determined to be
1.89938.~This value is for a linear chirp rate and a consta
amplitude drive. Other drive or chirp forms such as that
Deutschet al.10 would require their own analysis. Laser e
perts would find a significant linear chirp rate challen
enough without requiring other complications such as a s
cific form such as an exponential.! In the units used here thi
normalized rate translates tovpTcrit52(v/vp)R2/1.89938,
with R defined as (256/3)1/3(c2/vosc0voscS)

2/3. In the case at
hand this becomesvpTcrit57.35683105. Although the RLO
model is highly idealized, it was decided to explore the eff
of different chirp rates and comparing the results with
chirped RLO results.

In Fig. 6 are shown some numerical results~as yet un-
published elsewhere! for the Lagrangian oscillator using th
full normalization as introduced by Mora14 for a constant
amplitude drive. The results for various chirp rates are sho
both above and below the maximum critical linear chirp r
Fcrit8 at which oscillator locking to the drive is suddenly los
The various rates are labeled as follows: the two cases c
to critical are labeled as ‘‘supercritical’’ for the chirp ra
slightly above critical, as ‘‘subcritical’’ for the case slightl

FIG. 6. Lagrangian Rosenbluth–Liu oscillator~RLO! results for various
chirp rates~as discussed in Sec. III!. In the Mora normalization presented i
Ref. 14 the subcritical chirp value is 1.899380261, while the supercrit
chirp value is 1.899380801. The slow chirp value is 0.40469, while the
chirp value is 2.02346.~The actual value used fore/2, the constant driver
was 3.6931023, but it has been checked that Mora normalization ho
well and that the normalized result is indeed independent of driver stre
for drivers whose strength does not approach one.!
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below critical, and as ‘‘fast’’ for the chirp rate well abov
critical and ‘‘slow’’ for the case of a rather slow chirp. Fo
reference the well-known unchirped periodic result
Rosenbluth and Liu~see Ref. 7! is also shown~labeled as
‘‘ R–L ’’ !. After frequency lock is lost for chirp rates abov
critical ~i.e., ‘‘supercritical’’ and ‘‘fast’’ cases!, the observed
amplitude oscillations at steadily increasing frequency, h
been determined as being due to the beating of a large
unforced oscillation still at the frequency at which frequen
lock was lost, and the smaller-amplitude phase-locked for
response possible at the current value of the beatwave d
frequency.

A. Chirped beatwave experiment in the case of a too
slow chirp rate

To explore the effects of varying the chirp rate, we beg
by using a chirp rate of about 0.6 that of Sec. II, with
longer chirp time ofTvp58.53105 ~as compared with the
earlier value ofTvp553105!. A numerical simulation is
performed with this slower chirp rate and the results
shown in Fig. 7~at a convenient common timetvp5400!.
The results shown in Fig. 7 include the spatial behavior
both of the beatwave driver’s electromagnetic component
velopes@the pump wave in Fig. 7~a! and idler wave in Fig.
7~b!# in normalized density action units, as usual!, together
with the oscillating longitudinal electric field, shown in Fig
7~c! ~normalized as usual tomvpc/e!, with the correspond-
ing action envelope plotted in Fig. 7~d!.

The envelopes of driver modes resemble the general
tures, but with less marked variation, of those observed
the previous case of Fig. 2 with a stronger chirp rate. Th
are, however, some noticeable differences in the shape o

l
st

th

FIG. 7. This simulation corresponds to a longer chirp time~i.e., slower
chirp! compared to that of Figs. 2–5, the chirp time beingTvp58.5
3105. Shown at timetvp5400, are the spatial behavior of the pump wa
envelope in~a!, of the idler wave in~b!, and the corresponding plasm
electric field is shown in~c!, together with its envelope in~d! in density
action units.@Note the small bump near the left-hand side in~c! and ~d!.#
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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envelope of the plasma wave. The plasma wave in Fig.~c!
shown attvp5400 has already reached its maximum lev
which is lower~at a normalized value of about 0.23 as co
pared with the earlier value of 0.35! than that of Fig. 2 at the
same time.~Of course the value is still much greater than t
value of 0.17 in the no-chirp case of Fig. 1.! Examining the
electric field results at the same time (tvp5400) for the
three cases, one can see clearly that, while there is no
yet of leveling off in plasma wave field amplitude for th
fastest chirp case, Fig. 2, the typical no-chirp oscillation
the type discussed by Rosenbluth and Liu~see Ref. 7! and by
others~see Refs. 8, 9! is clearly evident in Fig. 1. The presen
case is in all respects intermediate between these two
ready showing signs of leveling off and likely to begin
show the typical ‘‘slow chirp’’ oscillatory behavior of Fig. 6

Repeating, in Fig. 8, the integrated action comparis
between this weak chirp case and the no-chirp case~I! that
were carried out in Fig. 5 for the significant chirp and n
chirp case, we can see again that this weak-chirp cas
intermediate between the two. To begin with, using Fig. 8~a!
~which shows the evolution of both driver electromagne
wave total actionsN0 , and Ns , together with their sum
Nem5N01Ns!, one see that, while theN0-to-Ns conversion

FIG. 8. The same action and action-sum diagnostic as for Fig. 5 but now
the case of Fig. 7, with its somewhat slower chirp (Tvp58.53105). As
expected all the indicators of efficient acceleration are reduced with res
to Fig. 5.
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is something like three times the no-chirp result, it is on
half that using the stronger chirp. The difference is also st
ing when one examines Fig. 8~b!, where we have plotted@as
for Fig. 5~b!# the temporal behavior ofN25N01Ne1NWP

and of each quantity taken separately. Although the beat
quency chirping indeed enhances the growth of the plas
wave with respect to the no-chirp result~but not to the level
of the stronger chirp result!, the energy in trapped particle
~proportional toNWP!, is only about a third of that for the
stronger chirp, presumably because the plasma wave is
than for the stronger chirp. TheNWP is relatively less com-
pared with theNe for this intermediate chirp rate becaus
significant nonlinearity of the extraction and acceleration
the electrons in the hot tail.

Of course, with a slower chirp one could use a long
plasma, but in most cases that one might imagine, obtain
longer plasmas of acceptable uniformity is difficult, so o
tries to make the most of plasma length one has. It is for
reason that it is desirable to explore to what level the ch
rate might be raised before some natural limit process m
fests itself.

B. Chirped beatwave experiment with a too fast chirp
rate

In this subsection we examine the saturation of the e
tron plasma wave as a result of using a chirp rate which
too fast. A first series of numerical simulations with th
much shorter chirp time ofTvp51.53105 ~i.e., a chirp rate
3.33 times faster than our previous fastest atTvp55.0
3105! was carried out and the numerical results are sho
in Fig. 9. As was the case for Fig. 7 these curves exhibit
time tvp5400, for this very rapid chirp, the spatial behavi

or

ct

FIG. 9. This is a case of a chirp that is definitely too fast~supercritical in the
terminology of Fig. 6! (Tvp51.53105). With the same display as for Fig
7, shown at the same time (tvp5400) is the spatial behavior of both drive
waves and of the corresponding longitudinal field. Note the relatively ra
oscillation of the wave envelopes and the general resemblance to the s
critical and fast results of Fig. 6.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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of both driver modes and the corresponding longitudi
electric field. To gain some insight into these effects, wh
might appear puzzling in isolation, let us also conside
second example obtained by decreasing the chirp time e
more. We employed an enormously fast chirp rate, 10 tim
the original value of Figs. 2 and 3, and 3 times the previo
one which is already very much too fast~the chirp time now
being used isTvp55.03104! and the numerical results fo
this extremely rapid chirp are summarized in Fig. 10.

When these two sets of results are looked at togethe
is clear that they are just what is expected from the chir
RLO model when the chirp rate is set at such a high rate
the plasma oscillations become unlocked from the driv
frequency, when one could say that the beatwave driv
‘‘over-chirped.’’ As may be seen in Fig. 6 for supercritic
and fast chirps, in the RLO model, when the driver is ov
chirped, the plasma wave amplitude displays a decrea
modulational oscillatory behavior~around a constant value!
with time, at a modulation frequency that increases linea
with time. Increasing the chirp rate reduces the amplitude~at
least when starting from zero! and reduces the time at whic
frequency unlocking occurs as well~of course! increasing~i!
the rate of change of modulational frequency and~ii ! the
decrease in modulation amplitude. All these features
present in Figs. 9 and 10, together with the expected ef
feedback on the electromagnetic drivers~something one can
not readily include in the RLO model!. Just why the ampli-
tude of the beat modulation in the supercritical chirp ca
also varies linearly with space in theseH –V simulations is
not evident.

C. Critical chirp value: Comparison between the RLO
model and the Vlasov plasma

Because the fully normalized RLO model presents v
little load to a computer it was relatively easy to check th

FIG. 10. Numerical results for an even faster chirp rate than for Fig
~corresponding toTvp58.53104! are given in the same format. The rap
oscillations of the envelopes are even more obvious.
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the Mora normalization~see Ref. 14! for the RLO model
worked and to determine by trial and error the normaliz
critical chirp value~that valueFcrit8 being, in Mora’s units,
the highest for which no frequency unlocking occurs! as dis-
cussed in Sec. II. For the situation discussed here the tr
lates to a chirp time ofvpTcrit57.35683105, but we find
that a somewhat smaller normalized chirp time value of
3105 is still not too short although 1.53105 definitely is so.
~A detailed exploration of this topic presented an unacce
able computer burden.! One might guess that the actual crit
cal chirp value~time! might be something like a factor of 2
above~below! the RLO-based estimate.

IV. HIGHLY NONLINEAR REGIME OF PARTICLE
ACCELERATION INDUCED BY BEAT FREQUENCY
CHIRPING

In the previous simulations, in order to reduce the co
putation burden to an acceptable level the driver amplitu
were increased more rapidly than in a comparable exp
ment such as that at UCLA. In order to see what wou
happen with a more realistic rise time and with an injec
electron beam rather than a high energy tail another sim
tion was run with the following parameters:v0 /vp'30,
electron beam injection at 2 MeV energy~but at a number
density rationb /n051023, much higher than of the experi
ment to avoid problems of numerical truncation!, and at a
plasma temperature of only 3 keV. This gives a value
kec/vp51.0094, which corresponds tokelD50.077. For a
value of Il2'5.471016 mm2 W/cm2, giving normalized
quiver momenta of 0.2 and 0.206 for driver and idler, resp
tively, the rise time was 120 ps corresponding to 600vp

21,
rather than the 50vp

21, used in the other simulations jus
discussed. The chirp rate was chosen to beTvp583105.

Using the format of Figs 7, 9, and 10, in Figs. 11, 1
and 13 one can see the spatial snapshots of the behavi
the pump, idler, and plasma wave. At first things appea
have gone well and bytvp5400 in Fig. 11 this slowly-rising
chirped case has reached the plasma wave level of the
chirped case with a much more rapid rise in amplitude. Ho
ever, as shown in Fig. 12, at a normalized time of 500,
normalized electric field (eEmax/mvpc) has reached the ver
large value of something like 1.2~at the xvp /c value of
about 60!, just to the right of a very large dip atxvp /c of
about 30. This last is clearly associated with a Stokes dip
a pump peak, all of which indicate a very rapid spat
dephasing resulting in energy being returned to the pu
Even more unpleasant is the situation shown in Fig. 13
the normalized time of 700, when these localized structu
have become more intense with narrower widths and
structures to their left have become dismayingly erra
Looking at the associated moving-window phase space p
@along the lines of Figs. 12~a,b,c!#, in the window ahead of
this peak-field region, shown in Fig. 14, the acceleration
clearly quite conventional and reaches the healthy norm
ized momentum value (px /mc) of 70. However, on looking
at a window for electrons that have come through this
traordinarily high field region, one sees a much more co
plicated and relatively badly structured acceleration, o

9
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which would be quite unacceptable for an accelerator. In F
16 energy distributions corresponding to the frames in F
14 and 15 for the times of 700 show the same behavior.~In
view of this behavior, it seems to be pointless to discuss
action behavior along the lines used discussing Figs. 5
7.!

As expected, the maximum amplitude of the longitudin
fields exceeds the Rosenbluth and Liu limit, given
eERL /mvpc'0.475, when we take into account the we
temporal variation of the pump frequency. Nevertheless
useful comparison with the theoretical value of the relativ
tic hot plasma wave breaking limit seems doubtful beca
of the presence of the injected beam electrons accelerate
high energies. However, for what it is worth, we note that
electric field, strong as it is, is nonetheless still well belo
the relativistic wave-breaking value~now increased becaus
of our lower temperature!. We have, in fact, 1.60
'eEmax/mvpc,eEWBrel/mvpc'3.27.

FIG. 11. The results correspond to simulation parameters relevant to
UCLA experiment with 2 MeV electron beam injection and a lower plas
temperature~3 keV! with no hot tail. The realistic driver amplitude rise tim
is much slower~being 600vp

21! than that for all the previous cases~which
used 50vp

21!. The conservative chirp rate chosen was that of Fig. 7, be
Tvp58.53105. Displays for various times of the spatial behavior of bo
the electromagnetic driver envelope@pump in ~a! and idler in~b!#, together
with the longitudinal electric field. Given the slow rate of rise of the amp
tude the behavior seems quite reasonable.
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More details of particle acceleration can be found in F
14 and Fig. 15, in which we have represented the time e
lution of two different windows moving at the phase veloci
of the plasma wave. The spatial location of each mov
window throughout the simulation is indicated in Fig. 12~c!
by an arrow. Furthermore the gray-shading indicates ag
the magnitude of the particle distribution function.~We have
representedf between 1025 and 1024 as black forf >1024

and white for f <1025.! Since the windows are carefull
tailored to move at the phase velocity which is very close
c, the acceleration structures seen in phase space are
stationary in this frame, giving thus a time history of th
same population of trapped electrons. It proved helpful
draw the limiting trapped orbit trajectory, i.e., the separat
of particles in the windows at the same time. Two cases
considered here. The first window shown is the right-ha
one marked as ‘‘1’’ in Fig. 12, and shown in Fig. 14 at fo
different times during its evolution.~It was chosen initially at
time tvp5400 at the left-hand side of the plasma box, in
region of a strong electric field close toeEmax/mvpc'0.40,
but this window proves to contain electrons which have

he

g

FIG. 12. The same case as Fig. 11, but at a normalized time of 500
remarkably concentrated field structure is developing with extremely h
field values~nearly 1.2! near the entrance, together with puzzling peaks a
valleys in the pump and idler action profiles. Note the location of the w
dows whose phase space snapshots are shown in Fig. 14~for window 1! and
in Fig. 15 ~for window 2!.
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passed through the anomalous field region once the ano
became manifest. Thus for this electron population, the
celeration behaves in an adiabatic way, leading to ener
up from 10 MeV up to 35 MeV. We can notice that, at t
end of the window evolution, a beam is formed and dec
pling from the plasma bulk. Our second window~marked as
‘‘2’’ in Fig. 12 ! shows the complicated phase-space struc
associated with the trapped electrons which have pa
through this anomalous region of an intense but highly loc
ized field. We see indeed that the phase-space struc
which characterize the over-acceleration become more
more stochastic while the field goes on time increasi
However, the phase space structures vortices clearly dem
strate, however, stronger acceleration associated with
beat frequency chirping leading to particle acceleration
pmax/mc>120, which means to energies that exceed
MeV. Further confirmation is provided by the plot in Fig. 1
of the mean distribution function versus the kinetic relativ
tic energy~given in MeV units! for both windows, shown a
the same timetvp5700, in Figs. 14 and 15, for the first an
second window, respectively. A preliminary estimate of t
accelerated particle density indicates that in the range

FIG. 13. The same case as Figs. 11 and 12 is continued to a later norma
time ~700! and the puzzling behavior of the very strong fields has beco
even more extreme. The fields are now not what one would accept f
reproducible accelerator.
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10–60 MeV~corresponding to plasma regions of an inten
electric field! is roughly 20 times higher in comparison wit
the population of the first window~accelerated up to 35
MeV!. By considering an interaction length of 200l0 ~i.e.,
6le! for the electric field peak, we can therefore take t
effective acceleration length as 2 mm~for a laser wavelength
of l0510.275mm!. Combining this with the numerically
measured energy gain of 55–60 MeV implies a peak ac
erating gradient of 25–30 GeV/m, which means 10 times
value obtained without a chirp term. Powerful though this
the anomalous and ill understood nature of this field make
an unreliable candidate for an accelerator.

As a final remark on this Section, it should be mention
that an initial suspicion that the development of this inten
peak might be an artifact of theV–H code was allayed when
it was noticed~i! that a similar phenomenon had been o
served in a simple wave-coupling model without nonline
plasma dynamics~other than the usual mode-coupling term!
and ~ii ! that the phenomenon could be seen to be beginn
in other simulations such as that shown in the plasma w
in Fig. 7.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper numerical simulations using a kine
Hilbert–Vlasov model have shown that one can increase
plasma wave amplitude above the saturation amplitude l
of Rosenbluth and Liu by time variation~‘‘chirp’’ ! of the
frequency difference to stay in resonance with the plas

ed
e
a

FIG. 14. Representation at different times, of the first window~1! of Fig. 12,
moving at the phase velocity of the plasma wave, together with the sep
trix of particle orbits. This window has been chosen initially in a region
the modest electric field at the beginning of the instability~the instability has
not still reached its strongly nonlinear regime!. The particle acceleration
behaves in an adiabatic way leading to the acceleration level tillpx /mc
>60.
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oscillations. The results are in reasonably consistent with
culations using the Lagrangian oscillator model of Ros
bluth and Liu with ‘‘chirp’’ added. The simulations hav
shown the appearance of a stronger particle acceleration
cess induced by the beat frequency chirping in the hig
nonlinear regime, leading to a high acceleration gradien
more than 25 GeV/m.

Of considerable importance is the measure of act
transferred to fast electrons since this determines accura
the potential efficiency of fast electron production. This a
tion can be directly estimated by considering accelerated
ticles above the lower separatrix limit. Because the hyb
Vlasov model has essentially no noise, very fine details
the particle distribution function can be easily elucidate
allowing therefore the precise calculation of action trans
The beat frequency chirping enhances the action transfe
accelerated particles by a factor 2 in comparison with
case without temporal variation of the pump frequency.

For drivers with a rapidly-rising amplitude, chirpin
seemed to perform very well, but when slower-amplitu
rates of rise were used extremely disquieting localized fi
structures were seen, structures which would pose a thre
well-organized acceleration. Since the nature of this p
nomenon is unresolved, it is not clear whether it is unavo
able or not. It would take a significant study to elucidate t
point. Unfortunately, this is not a wavelike instability~for
which much exists in the way of analytic tools!, but rather
something like a singular layer which is perhaps se

FIG. 15. A similar representation of Fig. 14 but in the case of window 2
Fig. 12, containing electrons which have come through the anomalou
gion of highly peaked and very strong electric fields after the strong fie
have developed. The particles experience an intense electric field and
been able to reach values forpx /mc as high as 120. It is clear that th
phase-space structures which characterize the over-acceleration hav
come more and more chaotic.
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organizing. It would be likely difficult to pursuade technolo
gists that these chirp rates are worth pursuing if they seem
lead to accelerators with field singularities.

While the numerical experiments shown in this pap
explain clearly the growth of the plasma wave and the li
iting due to relativistic detuning and what happens when
frequency is appropriately chirped, the analysis is far fro
complete, however. Among other aspects, two-dimensio
and ion-mediated physics are still to be included. If ion m
tion and two dimensional motion is included, a variety
instabilities can develop that will limit the amplitude o
plasma wave in beatwave experiment and render it inco
ent thus unsuitable for sustained particle acceleration. Re
experimental observations~presented in Ref. 14! and also
numerical simulations~see, for instance, Ref. 13! are
strongly suggestive of the importance of the contribution
the mode-coupling saturation mechanism via the modu
tional instability in the beatwave experiment. However, t
introduction of a beat frequency chirping could be a comp
tive process to the occurrence of modulational instability

An another important question is whether the parti
acceleration process can be altered by two dimensional

e-
s
ve

be-

FIG. 16. A display of the mean distribution function versus the relativis
kinetic energy given in MeV units at the same time for the first and sec
window in ~a! and ~b!, respectively. The over-acceleration process@in ~b!#
associated with the introduction of a chirp rate in the simulation leads
energies of 60 MeV, corresponding to an accelerating gradient leve
25–30 GeV/m.
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4054 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 11, November 1998 Ghizzo et al.
tial geometry. To check such basic concepts, the much m
limited and less demanding spatially two dimensional~2D!
periodic Hilbert–Vlasov simulations can be very usef
since in this case, one needs to consider the behavior in
only of the discrete spatial Fourier modes. Thus, it will
possible to take into account the transverse spatial dimen
of the electromagnetic driver waves including a compl
description of relativistic effects for both the longitudin
and transverse directions. An effort to take into account
periodic geometry in the Hilbert–Vlasov code is well in ha
and these results should be reported in due course.
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